
QUESTIONQUESTION

Would you ever propose marriage on a first date? Buying keywords 
aimed at shoppers too early in their research process is no different. 
You’re courting shoppers who are not ready to engage on a dealer 
website, and it’s costing you. 

While it may be tempting to bid on broad terms such as “new-car 
reviews,”  shoppers who are still looking for independent advice on 
what and where to buy are unlikely to visit a dealer site for this type  
of information, and even less likely to convert if they do. 

ANSWER DON’T WRITE CHECKS FOR KEYWORDS  
YOUR WEBSITE CAN’T CASH. 

Have a dealership to run and don’t have time  
to be a digital marketing expert, too? 

You don’t need to have all the answers, but you do need to know the  
right questions to ask to make sure your marketing spend is effective.  

Are your search keywords courting 
shoppers at the right stage?   

Since search engines reward advertisers who are most relevant 
to a shopper’s query, bidding on keywords your website can’t 
support will drive down conversion, increase costs and may  
even hurt your Quality Score. Instead, focus on keywords  
most relevant to your website, such as your dealership name, 
makes and models and location. 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2454010?hl=en
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To learn more, visit dealers.cars.com/questions or make an appointment 
to talk to your Cars.com digital media consultant. 

Bidding on research keywords not relevant to your dealership won’t drive 
results. In fact, despite heavy investment to drive traffic at this stage, 

OEMs and dealers receive only a three percent share of paid and organic 
clicks on automotive research keywords.1    

Know which questions to ask to understand if too broad of  
a keyword strategy is inflating your costs, driving down  

performance or damaging your Quality Score.

What are you paying to compete for broad keywords?  
What is your ROI at a keyword level?

Broad car shopping terms are very competitive and come with a high cost  
per keyword. If you are successfully bidding on these terms, take a close look 
at your cost per acquisition. Do the results justify the premium you’re paying 
for these keywords?

Are you converting traffic from broad keywords?

If you’re using a broad keyword strategy, pay close attention to how these 
terms are converting. Are they delivering on your campaign goals? Low click 
volume, poor conversions and high bounce rates can all be signals your bidding 
on keywords your website can’t effectively support.  

Do you have the content and relevancy to support a  
broader set of keywords?

Before bidding on research terms, you must ask if your website can  
deliver on the query. Does relevant content appear in the search results to 
engage visitors? Without this relevancy, you’ll damage your Quality Score. 
Below-average Quality Scores have been proven to increase cost per click 
by as much as 400%.2   

The only question left will be how much you’re
 willing to spend for keywords that don’t convert.

Are top-performing keywords masking the shortcomings  
of broad keywords that may not be delivering?

Many SEM reports show campaign performance averages. While at first glance 
your results may look good or in-line with industry benchmarks, closer inspection 
may reveal underperforming keywords that are driving up your overall costs.  
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